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Abstract
Federated learning allows many parties to collabo-
ratively build a model without exposing data. Par-
ticularly, vertical federated learning (VFL) enables
parties to build a robust shared machine learning
model based upon distributed features about the
same samples. However, VFL requires all parties to
share a sufficient amount of overlapping samples.
In reality, the set of overlapping samples may be
small, leaving the majority of the non-overlapping
data unutilized. In this paper, we propose Federated
Multi-View Training (FedMVT), a semi-supervised
learning approach that improves the performance
of VFL with limited overlapping samples. Fed-
MVT estimates representations for missing fea-
tures and predicts pseudo-labels for unlabeled sam-
ples to expand training set, and trains three classi-
fiers jointly based upon different views of the input
to improve model’s representation learning. Fed-
MVT does not require parties to share their orig-
inal data and model parameters, thus preserving
data privacy. We conduct experiments on the NUS-
WIDE and the CIFAR10. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate that FedMVT significantly out-
performs vanilla VFL that only utilizes overlapping
samples, and improves the performance of the local
model in the party that owns labels.
1 Introduction
With the increasingly stricter privacy-protection laws imple-
mented worldwide [GDPR, 2018; DLA Piper, 2018], feder-
ated learning has received significant attention and became a
popular research topic recently [Kairouz et al., 2019]. With
the research goes deeper and wider, the practice of federated
learning has been expanded from building powerful mobile
applications based on data resided in millions of mobile de-
vices [McMahan et al., 2016] to solving the problem of data
fragmentation and isolation among or within organizations
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[Yang et al., 2019a]. For example, many business decisions
of a bank may rely on the purchasing preferences of its cus-
tomers. This bank may share some customers with a local
retail company, who owns purchasing preference data of the
local people. Thus, the bank can invite the retail company
to collaboratively build a shared model leveraging the data
features of both sides to improve its businesses. The retail
company can also benefit from the shared model.
This and many other similar practical demands [Yang et al.,
2019a] motivate the development of vertical federated learn-
ing (VFL)[Yang et al., 2019b] that enables participating par-
ties to collaboratively train a machine learning model by fully
utilizing scattered features of their overlapping samples with-
out exposing data. However, a critical prerequisite of VFL is
that it requires all parties to share a sufficient amount of over-
lapping samples in order to achieve decent performance. [Liu
et al., 2018] propose a federated transfer learning framework
to address weak supervision (few labels) problems in the VFL
setting. Nonetheless, It does not utilize all labeled data for
supervised training, nor does it take full advantage of unla-
beled samples for improving learning quality. Many other
similar approaches such as domain adaption [Peterson et al.,
2019] and knowledge distillation [Li and Wang, 2019], have
been applied in the federated learning setting. However, they
mainly focus on scenarios where all parties share the same
feature space (also known as horizontal federated learning
[Yang et al., 2019b]). Therefore, research on applying semi-
supervised techniques in the VFL setting is insufficient.
In this paper, we propose a novel semi-supervised algo-
rithm in VFL setting, termed FedMVT, to address the limita-
tions of existing vertical federated learning approaches. Our
contributions are as follows:
1. FedMVT significantly boosts up the performance of the
federated model when the overlapping samples between
parties are limited;
2. FedMVT helps improve the performance of the local
classifier of the party that owns labels, and thus it en-
ables the party to make local predictions with more con-
fidence;
3. FedMVT works with data of various types. This is im-
portant in practice since real-world VFL applications of-
ten need to deal with heterogeneous features;
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4. FedMVT does not require participating parties to share
their original data and model parameters, but only inter-
mediate representations and gradients, which can be fur-
ther protected by the VFL-DNN (Deep Neural Network)
framework implemented by FATE1.
2 Related Work
In this section, we focus on reviewing closely related fields
and approaches.
Vertical Federated Learning (VFL). VFL is also known
as feature-partitioned machine learning in some literature.
The secure linear machine learning with data partitioned in
the feature space has been well studied in [Gasco´n et al.,
2016; Hardy et al., 2017; Mohassel and Zhang, 2017]. They
apply either hybrid MPC (Secure Multi-party Computation)
protocol or additively homomorphic encryption [Rivest et al.,
1978] for secure linear model training. [Cheng et al., 2019]
proposed a secure federated tree-boosting (SecureBoost) ap-
proach in the VFL setting that enables participating parties
with different features to collaboratively build a set of boost-
ing trees, and they prove that the SecureBoost provides the
same level of accuracy as its non-privacy-preserving central-
ized counterparts. FATE designed and implemented a VFL-
DNN (Deep Neural Network) framework that supports DNN
in the VFL setting. VFL-DNN leverages a hybrid encryption
scheme in the forward stage and backward stage of the VFL
training process to protect data privacy and model security.
[Vepakomma et al., 2018] proposed several configurations of
splitting a deep neural network to support various forms of
collaborations among health entities that each holds a partial
deep network and owns a different modality of patient data.
Semi-supervised Learning (SSL). SSL aims to alleviate
the need for a large amount of labeled data by allowing a
model to leverage unlabeled data. Many recent approaches
for semi-supervised learning use transfer learning [Pan et
al., 2010], consistency regularization [Tarvainen and Valpola,
2017; Laine and Aila, 2017] or pseudo-labeling [hyun Lee,
2013; Clark et al., 2018] to learn from unlabeled data.
[Berthelot et al., 2019] proposed MixMatch that unifies three
dominant semi-supervised methods: entropy minimization
[Grandvalet and Bengio, 2004], consistency regularization
and generic regularization. They demonstrate that MixMatch
can approach the error rate achieved by fully supervised
training with significantly fewer data. [Clark et al., 2018]
proposed a semi-supervised Cross-View Training (CVT) ap-
proach that simultaneously trains a full model based upon all
labeled data and multiple auxiliary models that only see re-
stricted views of the unlabeled data. During training, CVT
teaches auxiliary models to match predictions made by the
full model to improve representation learning and in turn
improve the full model. While successful, these works are
not designed for VFL scenarios where features are scattered
among parties. [Liu et al., 2018] proposed a secure Federated
Transfer Learning (FTL) framework, which is the first frame-
work that enables VFL to benefit from transfer learning. FTL
1https://github.com/FederatedAI/FATE
helps the party in the target domain build a prediction model
by utilizing rich label resources from the source domain.
3 Problem Definition
Consider party A having dataset DA := {(xA,i, yA,i)}NAi=1
where xA,i ∈ Ra is the feature of the ith sample and yA,i ∈
{0, 1}C is the corresponding one-hot encoding ground-truth
label for C classes corresponding to xA,i, party B having
DB := {xB,i}NBi=1 where xB,i ∈ Ra. DA and DB are held
privately by the two parties and cannot be exposed to each
other. NA and NB are numbers of samples for DA and DB
respectively.
We assume that there exists a limited set of overlapping
samples Dol := {xB,iol , xA,iol , yA,iol }Noli=1 between the two par-
ties, where party B owns the partition DBol := {xB,iol }Noli=1
and party A owns the rest DAol := {xA,iol , yA,iol }Noli=1. Nol is
the number of overlapping samples. One can find the set
of overlapping samples through encrypted entity alignment
techniques in a privacy-preserving setting [Nock et al., 2018].
Here, we assume that party A and party B have already found
or known the IDs of their overlapping samples. We denote
DAnl := {xA,jnl , yA,jnl }N
A
nl
j=1 as the non-overlapping samples for
party A, while DBnl := {xB,znl }N
B
nl
z=1 for party B.
If we concatenate DA and DB together as one big virtual
dataset in a tabular view, this virtual dataset is vertically par-
titioned, and each party owns one vertical partition of this
dataset. This is where the term ”vertical federated learning”
comes from. Figure 1 shows the tabular view of the vertically
partitioned virtual dataset owned by two parties, A and B.
Figure 1: View of the virtual dataset in Vertical Federated
Learning. Each party owns a vertical partition of this dataset.
The vanilla VFL is trying to build a federated machine
learning model utilizing only overlapping samples Dol, leav-
ing non-overlapping samplesDAnl andD
B
nl unused. We, there-
fore, propose a semi-supervised VFL with Multi-View Train-
ing (FedMVT) approach that not only fully utilizes all avail-
able data but also estimates representation of missing features
(shown in figure 1) for not only significantly improving the
performance of the federated model but also helping improve
the performance of the local model of party A.
4 The Proposed Approach
Deep neural networks have been widely used to learn feature
representation [Oquab et al., 2014]. For each party, we uti-
Figure 2: Diagram of learning, estimating and selecting representations from original features in D, and then forming an
enlarged training set χ. (a) learning representations from overlapping samples between party A and party B. (b) learning
representations from non-overlapping samples of party B and estimating representations for corresponding missing features
(the stripe with dashed red line) in party A. (c) learning representations from non-overlapping samples of party A and estimating
representations for corresponding missing features (the stripe with dashed blue line) in party B.
lize two neural networks to learn feature representations from
raw input data. One is to learn feature representations weakly
shared between the two parties and the other is to learn fea-
ture representations unique to each party.
More specifically, we denote rpu = h
p
u (x
p) as the unique
feature representations and rpc = h
p
c (x
p) as the shared fea-
ture representations that are learned from features xp through
neural networks hpu and h
p
c respectively in party p ∈ {A,B},
where rpu ∈ RN
p×dp and rpc ∈ RN
p×dp , and dp is the dimen-
sion of the top hidden representation layer of neural networks
in party p. Then, the complete feature representations for xp
is denoted as rp = [rpu; r
p
c ], where [; ] is the concatenation op-
erator that concatenates two matrices along the feature axis.
For convenience, we denote rpu,ol and r
p
c,ol as the fea-
ture representations learned from overlapping samples xpol in
party p ∈ {A,B} (Figure 2(a)), while rpu,nl and rpc,nl as the
feature representations learned from non-overlapping sam-
ples xpnl (Figure 2(b) and 2(c)). Correspondingly, the com-
plete feature representations for xpol and x
p
ul are denoted as
rpol = [r
p
u,ol; r
p
c,ol] and r
p
nl = [r
p
u,nl; r
p
c,nl], respectively.
Intuitively, hpc aims to capture common feature representa-
tions between the two parties while hpu helps learn domain-
specific representations. We propose the following three loss
terms to enforce neural networks to learn the desired repre-
sentations.
LABdist(r
A
c,ol, r
B
c,ol) =
1
Nol
∑
i
∥∥∥rA,ic,ol − rB,ic,ol∥∥∥2
F
(1)
LAorth(r
A
u , r
A
c ) =
1
NA
∑
i
∥∥rA,iu ⊗ rA,ic ∥∥2F (2)
LBorth(r
B
u , r
B
c ) =
1
NB
∑
i
∥∥rB,iu ⊗ rB,ic ∥∥2F (3)
where ⊗ denotes matrix multiplication operator and ‖·‖2F
is the squared Frobenius norm. By minimizing (1), neural
networks hAc and h
B
c are pushed to learn common feature rep-
resentations from the raw data of the two parties. While (2)
and (3) are orthogonality constraints [Bousmalis et al., 2016]
that encourage neural networks hpc and h
p
u belonging to party
p ∈ {A,B} to learn distinct feature representations.
Inspired by multi-view learning [Clark et al., 2018] to
share representations across models and improve models’
representation learning, we train three softmax classifiers fA,
fB and fAB jointly and each takes as input a feature repre-
sentation learned from a different view of the virtual dateset
(Figure 1) and outputs estimated class distributions. The loss
functions for the three classifiers are defined as follows:
LA(rA, yA) =
1
NA
∑
i
Lce(f
A(rA,i), yA,i) (4)
LB(rBol, y
A
ol) =
1
Nol
∑
i
Lce(f
B(rB,iol ), y
A,i
ol ) (5)
Lfed([rBol; r
A
ol], y
A
ol) =
1
Nol
∑
i
Lce(f
AB([rB,iol ; r
A,i
ol ]), y
A,i
ol )
(6)
Formulas (4), (5) and (6) compute the cross-entropy be-
tween estimated class distributions and ground-truth labels.
Then, we have the objective loss:
Lobj = L
fed+LA+LB+λ1L
AB
dist+λ2L
A
orth+λ3L
B
orth (7)
where λs are loss weights. Formula (7) forms the backbone
of the FedMVT approach. For now, it only uses existing data
without considering missing features and labels. In sections
4.1 and 4.2, we will elaborate on how we estimate represen-
tations of missing features and determine pseudo-labels for
unlabeled samples. The workflow is overviewed in figure 2.
4.1 Feature Representation Estimation
We estimate representations for the missing features in the
virtual dataset (figure 1) by adopting the scaled dot-product
attention function [Vaswani et al., 2017]. We explain how
the estimation is calculated by walking through the procedure
of estimating representations for missing features in party A
(figure 2(b)).
Formula (8) estimates the shared representation, denoted
as r˜A,ic , for party A’s missing feature corresponding to the ith
sample xB,i of party B by leveraging shared feature repre-
sentation rB,ic learned from x
B,i and rAc learned from x
A.
r˜A,ic = g
A
c (r
B,i
c ) = softmax(
rB,ic ⊗ rAc√
d
)⊗ rAc (8)
Intuitively, gAc can be interpreted as a search engine such
that given rB,ic by party B, it gives a result of r˜
A,i
c in party A.
Figure 3 illustrates the steps of applying formula (8) to es-
timate r˜A,3c,nl for party A’s missing feature corresponding to
the 3rd non-overlapping feature xB,3nl of party B: first, origi-
nal features xB,3nl , x
A,3 and xA,4 from both parties are trans-
formed into corresponding shared representations rB,3c,nl, r
A,3
c
and rA,4c in a common feature representation space through
neural networks hBc and h
A
c . Then, the similarities between
representation rB,3c,nl and the other two (i.e., r
A,3
c and r
A,3
c ) are
calculated, denoted as s3 and s4 respectively. Further, step 3
is applied to calculate r˜A,3c,nl.
Figure 3: Estimate shared feature representation r˜A,3c,nl for
party A’s missing feature corresponding to feature xB,3nl of
party B. xA,3 and xA,4 in xA represent all features in xA.
We apply formula (9) to estimate unique representation,
denoted as r˜A,iu , for party A’s missing feature corresponding
to the ith feature xB,i of party B by leveraging unique fea-
ture representations rB,iu and r
B
u,ol learned from x
B,i and xBol
respectively in party B, and rAu,ol learned from x
A
ol in party A.
r˜A,iu = g
A
u (r
B,i
u ) = softmax(
rB,iu ⊗ rBu,ol√
d
)⊗ rAu,ol (9)
Figure 4: Estimate unique feature representation r˜A,3u,nl for
party A’s missing feature corresponding to feature xB,3nl of
party B. xA,1ol and x
A,2
ol in x
A
ol represent all features in x
A
ol.
Figure 4 illustrates the steps of applying formula (9) to esti-
mate representation r˜A,3u,nl for party A’s missing feature corre-
sponding to xB,3nl of party B: first, original features from each
party are projected into a unique feature representation space.
Then, the similarities between representation rB,3u,nl and the
other two (i.e., rA,3u,ol and r
A,3
u,ol) in space B are calculated, de-
noted as s1 and s2 respectively. Further, s1 and s2 are trans-
ferred to space A. Specifically, s1 is taken as similarity be-
tween rB,3u,nl and r
A,1
u,ol, while s2 is taken as similarity between
rB,3u,nl and r
A,2
u,ol. Last, step 4 is applied to calculate r˜
A,3
u,nl.
Following the same logic, we can estimate shared repre-
sentation r˜B,jc = g
B
c (r
A,j
c ) and unique representation r˜
B,j
u =
gBu (r
A,j
u ) for party B’s missing feature corresponding to the
feature xA,j of party A.
Thereby, we obtain representations r˜Anl = [r˜
A
u,nl : r˜
A
c,nl]
and r˜Bnl = [r˜
B
u,nl; r˜
B
c,nl] estimated for missing features of
party A and party B, respectively, and construct the en-
larged training set χ consisting of three parts: χABol =
{rB,iol , rA,iol , yA,iol }Noli=1; χAB˜nl = {r˜B,jnl , rA,jnl , yA,jnl }N
A
nl
j=1 ; χ
A˜B
nl =
{rB,znl ; r˜A,znl }N
B
nl
z=1, where χ
AB
ol is learned from overlapping
samples of A and B; χAB˜nl is learned from non-overlapping
samples of party A with estimated representations for corre-
sponding missing features in Party B;χA˜Bnl is the other way
around. χABol and χ
AB˜
nl have ground-truth labels located in
party A, while χA˜Bnl has no labels. We will estimate labels for
χA˜Bnl in section 4.2.
We add two loss terms to force the estimated feature rep-
resentations to approximate the representations learned from
original features: LAdist(r˜
A
ol, r
A
ol) =
1
Nol
∑
i
∥∥∥r˜A,iol − rA,iol ∥∥∥2
F
,
LBdist(r˜
B
ol, r
B
ol) =
1
Nol
∑
i
∥∥∥r˜B,iol − rB,iol ∥∥∥2
F
, where r˜pol p ∈
{A,B} is the representations estimated for overlapping sam-
ples in party p and it should be as close to rpol as possible.
4.2 Pseudo-label Prediction
As discussed in section 4.1, χA˜Bnl = {rB,znl ; r˜A,znl }N
B
nl
z=1 has no
labels. We apply the three trained softmax classifiers fA, fB
and fAB that take as inputs r˜A,znl , r
B,z
nl and [r
B,z
nl ; r˜
A,z
nl ] re-
spectively to produce three candidate pseudo-labels for each
unlabeled sample in χA˜Bnl (algorithm 1, line 6). Only when at
least two of the three candidate pseudo-labels are equal and
their probabilities are higher than a predefined threshold t, do
we add this pseudo-labeled sample to the training set (algo-
rithm 1, line 10). With all samples in χ have labels, fA, fB
and fAB are trained on training sets χAol+nl, χ
B
ol+nl and χ re-
spectively, where χAol+nl is the combination of χ
A
ol and χ
A
nl
and χBol+nl is the combination of χ
B
ol and χ
B
nl.
Algorithm 1 gives an overview of the full FedMVT algo-
rithm, in which the concat function concatenates input matri-
ces along the feature axis and the combine function concate-
nates the input matrices along sample axis.
4.3 Security Analysis
FedMVT does not require parties to share their original
data and model parameters, but only intermediate represen-
tations and gradients. The intermediate representations are
results transformed from original features through deep neu-
ral networks with multiple layers of transformation functions.
Therefore, there is little chance for the other party to reverse-
engineer the original features [Gupta and Raskar, 2018]. Re-
cently, there has been much discussion on the potential risks
associated with privacy leakage through gradients [Bonawitz
et al., 2017; Phong et al., 2018]. To prevent intermedi-
ate representations and gradients from being exposed, FATE
designed and implemented a VFL-DNN (Deep Neural Net-
work) framework that can efficiently perform encryption in
both the forward stage and backward stage of the VFL train-
ing process. For experimental convenience, we did not imple-
ment FedMVT with FATE. However, FedMVT is compatible
with the VFL-DNN framework and can be migrated to FATE
with no much effort.
5 Experimental Evaluation
We report experiments conducted on public datasets includ-
ing: 1) NUS-WIDE dataset [Chua et al., 2009] 2) CIFAR-10
[Krizhevsky, 2009] to validate our proposed approach.
NUS-WIDE. The NUS-WIDE dataset consists of 634 low-
level image features extracted from Flickr images and their
associated 1000 textual tags as well as 81 ground truth la-
bels. Here, we consider solving a 10-label classification prob-
lem with a data federation formed between party A and party
B. Each party utilizes two local neural networks that each
Algorithm 1 FedMVT algorithm
1: Input:
Datasets DA and DB ;
Batch index sets Tol, TAnl and T
B
nl of Dol, D
A
nl and D
B
nl
respectively.
Neural networks hBu , h
B
c , h
A
u and h
A
c ;
Representation estimators gBu , g
B
c , g
A
u and g
A
c ;
Softmax classifiers fA, fB and fAB
Class probability threshold t and the epoch number K
2: for e = 1, 2, ...,K do
3: Select a mini-batch:
{xB,iol , xA,iol , yA,iol }, i ∈ Tol from Dol;
{xA,jnl , yA,jnl }, j ∈ TAnl from DAnl;
{xB,znl }, z ∈ TBnl from DBnl
4: Learn rB,iol , r
B,z
nl , r
A,i
ol , r
A,j
nl through h
B
u , h
B
c , h
A
u , h
A
c ;
5: Estimate r˜B,jnl , r˜
A,z
nl through g
B
u , g
B
c , g
A
u , g
A
c ;
6: Estimate pseudo-labels:
y˜z1 = f
A(r˜A,znl ); y˜
z
2 = f
B(rB,znl );
y˜z3 = f
AB([rB,znl ; r˜
A,z
nl ]);
7: χAB = concat(rB,iol , r
A,i
ol , y
A,i
ol );
8: χAB˜ = concat(r˜B,jnl , r
A,j
nl , y
A,j
nl );
9: χA˜B = concat(rB,znl ; r˜
A,z
nl )
10: χA˜B = select(χA˜B , (y˜z1 , y˜
z
2 , y˜
z
3), t);
11: χ = combine(χAB , χAB˜ , χA˜B);
12: fA, fB , fAB based on χAol+nl, χ
B
ol+nl, χ for training;
13: Compute loss: Lobj = Lfed + LA + LB + λ1LAdist +
λ2L
B
dist + λ3L
AB
dist + λ4L
A
orth + λ5L
B
orth;
14: Compute gradients ∇Lobj and update models.
15: end for
has one hidden layer with 32 units to learn feature repre-
sentations from their raw inputs. Then, each party feeds the
learned feature representations into its local softmax classifier
fp, p ∈ {A,B} and the federated softmax layer fAB with
128 (32x2x2) hidden nodes, respectively, for jointly training.
On NUS-WIDE, we run experiments with two scenarios.
In the first scenario, denoted as scenario-1, we put 634 im-
age features on party A and 1000 textual features on party B.
The second scenario, denoted as scenario-2, is the other way
around. In both scenarios, party A owns the labels.
CIFAR-10. We partition each CIFAR-10 image with shape
32 × 32 × 3 vertically into two parts (each part has shape
32 × 16 × 3). Each party uses two local VGG-like CNN
models to learn representations from raw image features, and
then it feeds the learned representations into its local softmax
classifier fp, p ∈ {A,B} and the federated softmax classi-
fier fAB , respectively, for jointly training. The VGG-like
CNN model consists of 2x2 max-pooling layers, 3x3 convolu-
tional layers with stride 1 and padding 1, and fully connected
layers. The architecture is conv32-conv32-pool-conv64-
conv64-pool-conv128-conv128-pool-fc64. Thus, the feder-
ated softmax classifier has 256 (64x2x2) nodes.
FedMVT and Baselines. FedMVT-VFL and FedMVT-local
are fAB and fA, respectively, trained with algorithm 1.
Vanilla-VFL is fAB trained on overlapping samples, while
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Figure 5: Test accuracy (%) comparison of FedMVT models
to vanilla models on NUS-WIDE for a varying number of
overlapping samples. Exact numbers are provided in table
1. The number of local data is slightly different for different
size of overlapping samples, and is around 30000± 2000. (a)
shows results when party A holds image data, while (b) shows
results when party A hold text data.
scenario-1: Party A with image
Model 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
Vanilla-Local 58.3 58.3 58.5 58.8 58.9 58.9
Vanilla-VFL 29.7 49.0 63.9 68.3 70.9 71.5
FedMVT-local 57.2 58.7 59.0 59.6 60.1 62.1
FedMVT-VFL 63.8 67.3 68.4 71.7 74.4 75.0
scenario-2: Party A with text
Model 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
Vanilla-Local 69.8 69.9 70.1 70.2 70.3 70.3
Vanilla-VFL 29.7 49.0 63.9 68.3 70.9 71.5
FedMVT-local 73.2 73.3 73.6 74.0 74.4 74.9
FedMVT-VFL 68.7 71.2 72.7 73.9 75.9 77.4
Table 1: Test accuracy (%) comparison on NUS-WIDE cor-
responding to figure 5.
Vanilla-local is fA trained on local data of party A. For each
dataset, they use the same local neural networks.
For NUS-WIDE, figure 5 shows the accuracy comparison
of FedMVT to vanilla models with a varying number of over-
lapping samples from 250 to 8000.
For both scenarios, FedMVT-VFL outperforms vanilla-
VFL by a significantly large margin. For example, with 250
overlapping samples, FedMVT-VFL makes improvements of
34 and 39 points in accuracy over vanilla-VFL in scenario-1
and scenario-2, respectively. With 8000 overlapping samples,
FedMVT-VFL improves the accuracy by 3.5 and 5.9 points
compared with vanilla-VFL, respectively. FedMVT also en-
hances the performance of the vanilla-local model of party A.
with 8000 overlapping samples, FedMVT-local outperforms
vanilla-local by 3.2 and 4.6 points in scenario-1 and scenario-
2 respectively, which demonstrates that the local model per-
forms increasingly well with better feature representation.
As shown in table 1, scenario-2 outperforms scenario-1
across all models, which demonstrates that textual features
have more discriminative power than image features on the
NUS-WIDE. This partially explains why VFL models do not
outperform their corresponding local models (blue v.s. red in
figure 5(b)) in scenario-2 when the size of overlapping sam-
ples is not sufficiently large enough (e.g., ≤ 2000). While in
scenario-1, party A benefits significantly from applying VFL
(blue v.s. red in figure 5(a)). This suggests that, in practice,
when the size of the overlapping samples is limited, the party
owning labels may be better off using its local model if it has
features with strong discriminative power. Otherwise, it may
benefit from leveraging features of the other party.
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Figure 6: Test accuracy (%) comparison of FedMVT models
to vanilla models on CIFAR10 for a varying number of over-
lapping samples. Exact numbers are provided in table 2. The
number of local data is slightly different for different size of
overlapping samples, and is around 25000± 2500.
Model 500 1000 2000 4000 6000 8000
Vanilla-local 63.4 64.4 65.3 65.8 66.2 67.2
Vanilla-VFL 40.0 44.2 50.4 56.5 60.7 62.9
FedMVT-local 61.3 64.0 64.9 66.9 68.0 69.1
FedMVT-VFL 62.7 65.0 66.0 67.8 70.5 71.4
Table 2: Test accuracy (%) comparison on CIFAR10 corre-
sponding to figure 6.
The experimental setup on CIFAR10 is the same as the one
on NUS-WIDE, except we do not swap image partitions be-
tween the two parties since they are cut from the same images,
and thus we assume they have similar discriminative power.
For CIFAR10, FedMVT-powered models also outperform
vanilla models. For example, with 8000 overlapping samples
(table 2), the FedMVT-VFL and FedMVT-local improve the
accuracy by 8.5 and 1.9 points compared with vanilla-VFL
and vanilla-local, respectively.
Figure 6 shows that the vanilla-VFL cannot beat vanilla-
local with 10000 overlapping samples (over 1/3 of total sam-
ples). One explanation for this is that VFL only leverages the
compressed information of the top dense layer of local CNN
models of the two parties, thereby losing many useful feature
patterns, for trading minimal information leakage. FedMVT
equips VFL with an effective way of improving models’ rep-
resentation learning.
6 Conclusion
We propose Federated Multi-View Training (FedMVT), a
semi-supervised learning approach that improves the perfor-
mance of VFL with limited overlapping samples. FedMVT
leverages feature representation estimation and pseudo-labels
prediction to expand the training set and trains three classi-
fiers jointly to improve models’ representation learning. Fed-
MVT not only significantly improves the performance of the
federated model in VFL, but also enhances the performance
of the local model of the party that owns labels.
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